by the numbers...

2017 FAITH FORMATION REPORT CARD

- OVER 300 STUDENTS SERVED
- 90% OF PARENTS VOLUNTEERED
- FAMILIES PARTICIPATED IN EACH FAITH FAMILY GATHERING
- 95 CHILDREN RECEIVED FIRST EUCHARIST
- 85 CHILDREN RECEIVED FIRST RECONCILIATION

satisfaction

OF 125 SURVEYS COMPLETED, AVERAGE SATISFACTION ON A SCALE OF 1-10 WAS

8

ROOM TO GROW!

strengths

- FAMILY TIME
- LEADERSHIP + ORGANIZATION
- THEMES + LESSONS
- CHANGE IS GOOD!

growth opportunities

- STRONGER, MORE AGE APPROPRIATE CONTENT
- MORE INTERACTION WITH CHILDREN
- PRE-CLASS READING + TAKE HOME RECAP

attendance

DIFFERENT CLASS TIME OFFERINGS
FLEXIBLE DAY ATTENDANCE FROM MONTH TO MONTH
SOLUTION: FLEXIBLE ATTENDANCE ON FAMILY SESSIONS, BUT COMMITMENT NEEDED FOR STUDENT ONLY SESSIONS

did you know?

- 95% SAID FAITH FAMILY SESSIONS WERE MEANINGFUL TO THEIR FAMILY
- ALL FAITH FORMATION + SACRAMENT CALENDARS CAN BE FOUND 24/7 AT www.stperpetua.org

email updates

- 96% SAID EMAIL UPDATES WERE HELPFUL + INFORMATIVE

family sessions

- 98% SAID TWICE A MONTH IS ADEQUATE
- FAVORITE SESSIONS:
  - ADVENT PRAYER NIGHT
  - SACRAMENTS
  - LENT STATIONS NIGHT